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October 22, 2013

Abstract

We study the existence of homophily (i.e. the tendency for people to make
friends with people who are similar to themselves) with respect to trustworthi-
ness. We ask whether two friends show similarly trustworthy behavior towards
strangers, and whether this is anticipated by outsiders. We develop a simple model
of bayesian learning in trust games and test the derived hypotheses in a controlled
laboratory environment. In the experiment, two trustees sequentially play a trust
game with the same trustor, where the trustees depending on treatmen are either
friends or strangers to each other. We affirm the existence of homophily with re-
spect to trustworthiness. Trustors’ beliefs about the trustees’ trustfulness are not
affected by the knowledge about the (non-)existent friendship between the trustees.
Behaviorally, however, they indirectly reciprocate the (un-)trustworthy behavior of
one trustee towards his/her friends in later interactions.
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Society is not composed of culturally alienated beings. In
dealing with someone you learn something not only
about him, but also about others in his society. You learn
something about population statistics.

Dasgupta (1988)

With the increasing awareness about the role of social capital in economics there
has been a great interest in understanding trust. Incomplete information and contracts
are a key feature in most economic transactions, which creates transaction costs. Trust
thus becomes a necessary condition for economic activities to take place in such sit-
uations (Arrow, 1974). Economists traditionally talk about trust either at the micro
level of individuals or the macro level of societies. In this paper we will look at the
trust problem from a social network perspective which relates the micro and the macro
perspective: individual decision making is embedded in macro structures of networks.
Despite the widespread realization of the importance of networks in sociology (see for
instance the seminal paper on job recruitment by Granovetter (1973)), networks have
been largely overlooked by economist until the last decade (Jackson and Watts, 2002;
Jackson and Rogers, 2007). A recent interest in economics has, however, manifested it-
self in several contributions investigating the relationship between social networks and
other-regarding preferences (Leider et al., 2009, 2010; Goeree et al., 2010). We extend
this economic literature by investigating the composition of networks and their conse-
quences for trust relations. Assessing the quality of a job candidate or the reliability
of business partners are only two economic activities where trust plays a vital role and
can be affected by agents that are embedded in social networks (Kataria and Winter,
2013). We conjecture that crucial information about opinions as well as behavior of
its members travel through social networks, and thus resolve some of the uncertainty
about the individuals involved.

Following Coleman (1990), we will talk about trust as a two dimensional concept:
A trustor can be trustful, that is expect that the person she trusts (the trustee) will return
the trust. A trustee can either prove to be trustworthy by returning the trust granted by
the trustor, or not. These trust relations are often embedded in social networks, a social
structure made up of individuals or organizations (nodes), connected by one or more
specific types of interdependencies (ties), such as friendship, exchange of information
or economic transactions. For simplicity, our study focuses on three connected indi-
viduals, two trustees and one trustor, which is often considered the minimal foundation
of a network. Figure 1 depicts the basic network ties we investigate: The trustor (top
node, denoted λ ) is linked to two trustees (λ1 and λ2 respectively) via a mutual trust
relationship. Depending on the experimental conditions, λ1 and λ2 may be directly
connected via two sorts of links: The may (i) be real-life friends with each other and
thus share an undirected friendship link, and (ii) λ2 may learn about the choice of λ1 in
the experiment and thus share a directed information link with λ1.

We contribute to the literature by experimentally examining how friendship affects
the two dimensions of trust. Our experimental study answers three questions: (i) Is
a trustee’s trustworthiness towards a trustor affected if the trustee observes the (un-
)trustworthy behavior of his/her friend towards this trustor? As a control, we compare
if a trustee’s trustworthiness is affected less if the observed person is not a friend of
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Figure 1 Basic network relations in this study. The trustor λ may enter a trust rela-
tionship, first to trustee λ1, then to trustee λ2, while λ1 and λ2 may have informational

and friendship ties.

the trustee. (ii) In a second step, we extend the question as to whether trustworthiness
is shared among friends even if they are ignorant about their friend’s behavior. This
question can also be rephrased as to whether homophily with respect to trustworthiness
exists unconditional of shared knowledge. (iii) Finally, we ask whether the information
about the trustees’ (non-)existing friendship link is utilized by the trustors.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 1 introduces the concept
of homophily in networks and corresponding hypotheses about the trustees’ behavior,
section 2 specifies a simple model of bayesian learning in trust games and derives
hypotheses about the trustors’ behavior, section 3 describes the experimental design
and treatments, section 4 reports the results and section 5 concludes.

1 Homophily in trustworthiness
Homophily can be captured by the old saying that “birds of a feather flock together”.
It refers to the frequent finding (Bott, 1928; Loomis, 1946) that agents in a network
have a higher-than-random chance of being linked to someone similar to themselves
(for a review see McPherson, Smith-Lovin and Cook, 2001). Homophily may be the
result of either selection – we make friends with people like us – or adaptation, that
is, once we are acquainted to someone, we tend to adapt his or her behavior, manners
or opinions (see Baccara and Yariv, 2013, for a theoretical model). It may be based
on shared values such as political attitudes or aspirations for higher education, but also
on acquired status, e.g. religion, education, occupation, or on ascribed status like race,
ethnicity, age, or gender (Lazarsfeld and Merton, 1954).

Stable trust relationships are an important outcome of homophily: People tend to
trust similar others, for instance in when asking for help in emergencyor loaning money
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(McPherson, Smith-Lovin and Cook, 2001), when discussing important personal mat-
ters (DiPrete et al., 2011), or even trusting product rating sites on the internet (Golbeck,
2009; Tang et al., 2013). Not surprisingly, mutual trust is a key foundation of close
friendships (Hatfield, 1984).

Extending the existing literature, we are interested in trust as a source of homophily.
Igarashi et al. (2008) find in a survey study that embeddedness in closed networks,
where friends of friends are usually also friends with each other, is positively corre-
lated with trustfulness. Yet, little is known about the connection between network
composition and trustworthiness. This study is a first emptemt to answer the question
as to whether trustworthiness is shared among friends in a network.

We conceptually distinguish between two kind of homophily with respect to the
trustees’ behavior, and introduce corresponding hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1 (Conditional Homophily) Observing a friends’ behavior has a stronger
effect on a trustee’s choice than observing a random stranger’s choice.

In a second step, we are interested in an even stronger case, namely whether we
can also find evidence that homophily is present even if people are not informed about
their friends behavior. If trustworthiness is an organizing feature of networks, we could
expect a positive correlation in the trustworthiness of friends, even if the friends are
ignorant of their respective counterpart’s choices. Consequently, our second hypothesis
states that

Hypothesis 2 (Unconditional Homophily) There is a higher correlation in choices
among friends than among strangers, even in the absence of information about some
other person’s behavior.

Our research hypothesis is that trustworthiness is shared among friends and we
expect conditional homophily to be stronger than unconditional homophily.

2 A model of bayesian learning in trust games
In the simplest case of a trust relation there is only one type of trustees and trustors
and it can be modeled as a trust game (Dasgupta, 1988, see Figure 2a). The unique
equilibrium of the game is determined by backward induction: Because the trustee
prefers not to return trust (1 > r), the trustor prefers not to grant trust in the first place
(s > 0), despite the fact that this equilibrium yields a lower payoff than the mutually
cooperative outcome of granting and returning trust. There is, however, by now a bulk
of evidence suggesting that trustors often do in fact place trust and that trustees regu-
larly deviate from her selfish strategy and honor the trust. To better characterize such
empirical findings, one could assume a game of incomplete information with different
types of trustees: The trustor knows the set of possible payoff functions, yet she does
not have information about the payoff function of the respective trustee she is facing.
In this case, she has to base her decision on her subjective prior belief about the proba-
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trustor
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trust no trust
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0<r<s<1 and 1-r>ε

Figure 2 The trust game implemented in this study with payoffs in Euro (a), and the
bayesian trust game of incomplete information (b).

bility to meet a trustworthy trustee.1

The trust game with two types of trustees and incomplete information can be mod-
eled as a bayesian trust game. There are three types of players: the trustor denoted by
λ , and two types of trustees denoted by λi, i∈{g,n}, where the index g denotes a greedy
trustee (who never returns trust) and n a nice trustee (who always returns trust). In each
repetition t of the game, λ is facing a new λi, randomly drawn from a population of
g,n, where the true composition θ of the population with respect to g,n is unknown to
λ . However, λ holds subjective beliefs p(θ) about the composition of the population.

λ plays finitely many repetitions of the sequential game in the following order:
First, nature determines the type of the second mover λg,n with probability θ . Then,
λ chooses her action C1 = {trust,no trust} based on her belief p(θ) about the com-
position the population w.r.t types at repetition t. Next, λi chooses his action C2 =
{coop,defect} depending on his type, and finally, both players learn their payoffs (see
Figure 2b).2

For analytical convenience, we assume that the trustor’s prior belief about the types
in the population follows a beta distribution, which is commonly used to model uncer-
tainty of prior beliefs. The density function of the beta distribution is defined as

p(θ |cp,dp) =
θ (cp−1)(1−θ)(dp−1)

B(cp,dp)
(1)

where cp,dp are positive shape parameters of the beta distribution, mapping θ to
the unit interval and B(cp,dp) is the beta function given by∫ 1

0
θ
(cp−1)(1−θ)(dp−1)dθ .

1Costa-Gomes, Huck and Weizsäcker (2012) provide experimental evidence that initial priors can in fact
be considered causal for trust decisions.

2We assume that p(coop |θ ) = θ and p(defect |θ ) = 1−θ .
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In the absence of “real” observations, cp and dp can be viewed as pseudocounts:
They are treated as if one had observed cp times cooperation and dp times defection.

The expected value of the beta distributed p(θ) with parameters cp and dp is given
by

θ = E(θ |cp,dp) =
cp

cp +dp
, (2)

which is equivalent to the expected probability of observing a trustworthy trustee
in the next subgame.

2.1 Equilibrium analysis
Since r < 1, the greedy trustee λg will choose defect and not return the trust in case
player λ chose trust, leaving the former with a payoff of 1 and the latter with a payoff
of 0, which is less than λ would have gained if she had chosen not to trust. The nice
trustee λn, on the other hand, prefers to return the trust over not returning (1− ε < r),
such that λ can gain r > s if she chooses to trust instead of not to trust and meets a
player of type λn. Thus, λ prefers not to trust over trust if nature draws λg, but prefers
trust over no trust in the other case. Consequently, player λ ’s move depends on his
belief p(θ) about the distribution of types in the population. The trustor will trust if his
expected utility uλ (·) for this action is greater than the utility for not trusting:

uλ (trust)> uλ (no trust)

⇔
θ · r+(1−θ) ·0 > s

⇔

θ >
s
r
.

(3)

Based on Equation 2 and 3, λ chooses to trust if and only if

cp

cp +dp
>

s
r
.

Now let us assume λ has observed n choices of randomly chosen λi. Of this n
choices, the trustor has observed the trustees having co times chosen to return trust and
n− co times chosen not to return the trust. By applying Bayes rule

p(θ |co,n) =
p(co,n|θ)p(θ)

p(co,n)
,

we can derive the posterior density function for λ as

p(θ |co,n) =
θ (cp+co−1)(1−θ)(dp+(n−co)−1)

B(cp + co,dp +n− co)
. (4)
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Figure 3 Predicted direction of bayesian updating after observing cooperation (green)
and defection (red).

Hence, if the prior distribution of θ is beta(cp,dp), then the posterior for θ is
beta(cp + co,dp +n− co). As in equation 2, we can now calculate the posterior mean
of p(θ) by inserting the revised shape parameters as

θ =
cp + co

cp + co +dp +n− co
=

cp + co

cp +dp +n
. (5)

Equation 5 expresses the trustors’ predicted probability that the next trustee will
return the trust as well as the expected share of nice trustees in the population. In
equilibrium, the trustor will grant trust if equation 5 satisfies the condition in 3, and not
grant trust otherwise. This probability increases in the observed share of trustworthy
trustees (co/n), and decreases in the share of observed greedy trustees. Figure 3 gives
an intuition about the updating process after one observation for an arbitrarily chosen
prior.

Two hypotheses are derived from the bayesian trust model. First we have an auxil-
iary hypothesis about the trustors’ belief.

Hypothesis 3 (Updating) The trustor’s posterior belief that the next trustee returns
trust is higher (lower) if the previous trustee is observed (not) to return trust.

The main interest we have considering the trustors behavior, however, is whether
or not the trustor will factor in friendship homophily. If homophily with respect to trust
exists, the choices of two friends should be more likely to be the same as compared
to two random strangers. In this case, actions previously observed by friends of the
trustee should be considered more informative than the ones by strangers, and should
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be weighted accordingly. According to the bayesian trust model, the trustor will assign
the same probability that the next trustee will return the trust, irrespectively of whether
the this trustee is a friend of the previous trustee or not. As an alternative to the null
hypothesis of no effect we have the following research hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4 (Anticipated Homophily) Trustors update their beliefs more strongly
when facing two persons from the same friendship network as compared to two persons
from different friendship networks.

3 Experimental Design
The experiment was programmed with the software z-Tree Fischbacher (2007) and
conducted in May 2012 in the experimental laboratory of the Max Planck Institute of
Economics located in Jena (Germany). A total of 237 undergraduate students (142
female, 95 male) from a wide range of academic disciplines were recruited using the
ORSEE software (Greiner, 2004). Each session lasted for approximately one and a half
hour and consisted of 27-30 participants with an average payment of 12.72 Euro (σ =
4.12, min=7.50, max=19.50), including a show-up fee of 2.50 Euro. The instructions
to the experiment were read out aloud and understanding of the rules was ensured by a
set of control questions.

In the experiment a trustor plays two consecutive trust games with different trustees
(see Figure 2a for the corresponding payoffs in Euro implemented in the experiment).
The wording during the experiment was held neutral, e.g. “left” and “right” instead
of “trust” and “no trust”. Note that the trustor’s trustfulness cannot unambiguously
be inferred from his choice in the second trust game. More specifically, the decision
not to grant trust in the second trust game can be motivated by two factors: It could
be a reaction to reduced trustfulness because the trust granted was not returned by the
first trustee, or it could be a hostile act of punishment towards the second player for
the misbehavior of the first. Therefore we also elicited the trustor’s belief about the
trustees behavior with the quadratic scoring rule (see Nyarko and Schotter, 2002).3

The prior beliefs were elicited after the first trust game but of course before informing
the trustor about the trustees’ behavior. The second trust game followed thereafter.
Posterior beliefs were similarly elicited after the second trust decision. See Figure 4
for a timeline of the experiment.

In order to collect data from all trustees irrespective of the trustors’ choices, we
decided to implement the strategy method (Selten, 1967) before the trustee learns about
the trustor’s choice.4

3The trustor is endowed with 11 ECU and is asked to indicate his belief about whether the trustee will
return trust or not on a scale from 0 (certainly not return) to 100 (certainly return). Depending on the accuracy
of his/her belief, he/she will be paid in an incentive compatible way. To help the subjects to understand the
task, the decision screen presented a table with all possible choices and the corresponding payoffs next to
each other. The possible pay-offs ranged from 5 ECU to 11 ECU if he wrongly/correctly predicts the trustees’
behavior.

4In a trust game experiment, it is possible to elicit choices using either the so-called game or strategy
method. While the two methods yield similar rates of trustfulness, the strategy method reveals a significantly
lower rate of trustworthiness (Casari and Cason, 2009). For a more general discussion see Rauhut and Winter
(2010).
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Figure 4 Time line of the experiment. Solid arrows depict the flow of information in
all treatments, dashed arrows the flow of information in the information treatments.

The payoff relevant choice for the trustor was randomly chosen from the four deci-
sions (two action decision in the trust games and two for the beliefs). Paying only one
decision at random mitigates wealth effects as well as hedging across games. The two
trustees were paid according to the outcome of the trust game that they played.

3.1 Experimental Treatments
The experiment facilitated the 2× 2 design (see Figure 5). It consists of two consec-
utive trust games where a group is formed by one trustor, playing with two trustees
in sequential order. The trustees in each group were either friends or anonymous to
each other. In two of our treatments the trustees did not know each other, while in the
other two they were friends. But note that when recruiting subjects we invited 10 sub-
jects to serve as trustors, while we asked another 10 subjects to bring a same-gender
friend in all the treatments. 5 The latter 20 subjects where always assigned to the role
of the trustees, but depending on the treatment, they were matched to the same or to
different trustors. Hence, irrespectively of the treatments the trustees always came to
the lab with a friend. Thus, whether or not the trustees’ were friends was exogenously
manipulated in our experiment. The second manipulation concerned the flow of infor-
mation. Either the first trustee’s choice was known or not known to the second trustee
before making his or her choice. Group composition and informational feedback were
announced before handing out the instructions for the second trust game in all the treat-
ments. In the information strangers treatment (IS), a group consisted of strangers only.
In the information friends treatment (IF), two friends were assigned to the role of the
trustees, while those who came without a friend were always assigned to the role of the
trustor. The two remaining treatments, the no information strangers (NIS) and the no
information friends (NIF) treatment differ from the first two in that no information was
transmitted to the second trustee about the first trustee’s behavior.

We believe that homophily among friends is an interesting object of study, though
we should mention that some caveats to internal validity have to be dealt with. While
it is indispensable to invite real-life friends when studying this kind of homophily, it
also goes along with a non-negligible loss of control, in particular before and after the
experimental sessions. Both trustees may ex ante have agreed to balance their pay-

5One could argue that a male bringing a female friend or vice versa would want to impress his or her
different-gender counterpart. To eliminate this concern as far as possible, we explicitly asked everyone to
bring a same-gender friend.
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Figure 5 Experimental treatments

ments after the experiment. The first trustee may then cooperate, hoping that his friend
gets a chance of unilateral defection. To prevent such behavior, we did not announce
the second trust game in detail until the first trust game was completed, such that the
first trustee could not foresee the future consequences of his choices. Moreover, the
instructions for the first part were the same in all treatments in order to prevent con-
founding differences in the treatments (see the instructions in the Appendix). Further-
more, friends were seated in distant cubicles and we controlled that no communication
was taking place between any of the subjects. Finally, the participants were payed in-
dividually and virtually all of them immediately pocketed the money, suggesting that
they really saw it as their money, not as the team’s income.

Another possible confound is that trustees’ image concerns could confound our
results if trustees would return the trust in the friends treatments, and withhold it in the
stranger treatments, to make a nice impression on their friends. In order to keep the
feedback comparable across treatments, trustees in all treatments were informed about
their friend’s as well as one random stranger’s decision at the end of the experiment.

4 Results
We will structure the analysis of our results in three parts: We start by investigating ho-
mophily in trustees’ choices with and without information, continue with the trustors’
beliefs and conclude by analyzing their reaction to (un-)trustworthy behavior.

Result 1 (Conditional Homophily) Observing a friends’ behavior has a stronger ef-
fect on a trustee’s choice than observing a random stranger’s behavior.

Figure 6 reports the probabilities that two trustees either both return trust or both
do not return trust.6 Learning about a previous trustee’s choice results in an about 30
percentage points higher probability of copying the previous trustee only if this first and
second trustee are friends. Applying χ2-tests, we find significant differences between

6In the NIS treatment, ten of the subjects came together with a friend and they do not get feedback about
their friend’s behavior which allows us to include data of these sessions to test if friends behave more similar.
This leaves us with 40 friend-couples in the no information condition.
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Figure 6 Homophily in trustworthiness among friends. Probability that two trustees
make the same choice, depending on whether they are friends or not, and whether the
second trustee learns about the first trustee’s choice or not. The p-values result from
treatment-to-treatment χ2-tests. All other comparisons are not significantly different

for any conventional level (see also Table 2 in the Appendix).

the IF-treatment and the IS-treatment (χ2-test, p = .047, n = 40). The finding that
respondents are only affected by observing their friends’ choices gives support to our
“Conditional Trust Hypothesis”, which conjectured a stronger effect of information on
friends as compared to strangers.

Result 2 (Unconditional Homophily) There is not a higher correlation in choices
among trustees that are friends than trustees that are strangers if the trustees in a
group cannot observe each other’s behavior.

In the no information treatments, the probability to make the same choice is not
significantly different between friends and strangers (χ2-test, p = .792, n = 59). We
thus do not find support for our ”Unconditional Homophily Hypothesis”, which stated
that trustworthiness is shared among friends unconditionally of the knowledge of the
friend’s behavior.

Result 3 (Updating) Trustors update their posterior beliefs consistent with their ob-
servation: Observing trustworthiness increases their posterior beliefs of trustworthi-
ness in the population, observing defection decreases posterior beliefs.

The right panel in Figure 7 plots the observed updating behavior in the experiment.
The prior of cooperation (black line) plots the estimated distribution of the first belief
elicitation, elicited before learning about the first trustee’s choice. The posterior (red
and green line, respectively) plots the estimated distribution after learning about the
first trustee’s choice, but before learning about the second’s choice.7 We observe that

7Due to the rather small sample size, we pooled the observed updating data across treatments for this
figure.
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updating is consistent with the “Updating Hypothesis” derived in Section 2: Observing
trust being returned increases the posterior, observing withheld trust decreases it.

This observation is supported in an OLS-regression analysis (see Table 1).8 Here
we find a strong and significant effect of feedback: Controlling for initial priors, we
find that trustors who observed returned instead of withheld trust in the first trust game
have a 27 percent higher posterior that the next trustee will cooperate as well.

Result 4 (Anticipated Homophily) Observing two trustees’ that are friends has the
same effect on the trustors’ posterior beliefs as observing two trustees that are not
friends.

Our data does not give support for Hypothesis 4. Rather, the right model reported in
Table 1 confirms that the posterior beliefs depend on the prior beliefs and are updated
based on the trustees’ behavior only. The predicted treatment differences after observ-
ing cooperation or defection are insignificant and do not add additional explanatory
power.

Result 5 (Indirect Tit for Tat) Uncooperative behavior of a a trustee often leads to
retaliation towards this trustee’s friend.

Consistent with the trustors’ beliefs we observe that the trustor trusts the second
trustee less if the first trustee did not return the trust. However, since the trustors’
posterior beliefs do not differ whether or not the trustees’ are friends (see result 4), it
follows from our model that their decision to trust should not differ between friends
and strangers either. However, we observe that the trustors’ do not behave in line with

8A tobit estimation give qualitatively similar results.
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Table 1 Determinants of Posterior Beliefs

posterior (cooperation) posterior (cooperation)

prior (cooperation) 0.558∗∗∗ 0.556∗∗∗

[0.385,0.731] [0.375,0.737]
feedback (cooperation = 1) 27.74∗∗∗ 21.71∗

[19.17,36.30] [4.563,38.87]
info stranger (IS) ref.

info friends (IF) -5.252
[-21.19,10.69]

no info strangers (NIS) -8.418
[-24.05,7.215]

no info friends (NIF) -7.285
[-23.24,8.673]

cooperation × IF 4.883
[-19.73,29.49]

cooperation × NIS 6.305
[-18.49,31.10]

cooperation × NIF 12.55
[-12.43,37.52]

constant 5.762 11.25
[-2.608,14.13] [-2.050,24.56]

N 79 79
R2 0.542 0.554
BIC 696.18 720.28
95% confidence intervals in brackets
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

OLS-Regressions estimating the determinants of posterior beliefs, i.e. the trustor’s belief about the second
trustee’s choice after the trustor was informed about the first trustee’s choice. prior(cooperation) measured
the belief that the first trustee will return trust before learning about his/her choice, feedback is a dummy
taking the value 1 if the first trustee returned the trust, IF,NIS, and NIF are dummies taking the value 1 in
the Information Friends, No Information Strangers, and No Information Friends treatment, respectively, and
cooperation × IF(NIS,NIF) are the respective interaction effects.

their beliefs and instead are more likely to trust if the trustee’s friend has shown to be
trustworthy in the first trust game, compared to if the trustees’ are strangers to each
other (see Figure 8 a)).9

Likewise, they are less likely to trust if the trustees’ friend has shown to be untrust-
worthy compared to if the trustees were strangers. Figure 8 b) shows that the trustor
is significantly more likely to mirror the first trustees decision by (not) placing trust in
the second trustee if the first (did not) proved to be trustworthy when the trustees’ are
friends instead of strangers. The trustors answer cooperative behavior with coopera-

9We refer to Table 3 in the appendix for the statistical comparisons.
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Figure 8 Behavioral reactions to (un-)trustworthy behavior. Trustors’ average trust
rates towards the second trustee after cooperation and defection by the first trustee if
the second is a stranger or a friend of the first (left), and the share of trustors playing
indirect tit-for-tat by mirroring the first trustee’s choice to cooperate or defect towards
the second trustee (right). The p-value in the right figure is obtained by a χ2-test,

additional comparisons for the left panel can be found in Table 3 in the Appendix.

tion and non-cooperative behavior with defection indirectly, targeting it towards some
member of the first person’s friendship network instead of the initial player. This be-
havior may accordingly be termed Indirect Tit-For-Tat in the sense of Axelrod (1984).

5 Conclusion
In this paper we study the phenomenon of homophily with respect to trust, defined as
the tendency for people to have ties with people who are similarly trustworthy as them-
selves. Even though lab-experimental research with friends may require a carefully
considered design to ensure internal validity, we believe our questions to be important
and interesting. We ask whether trustworthiness towards strangers is shared among
friends in a network, and our results are affirmative under specific conditions: If peo-
ple can observe their friend’s behavior towards outsiders prior to making their own
decisions, they are likely to imitate this behavior. Imitation occurs significantly less
if people observe the behavior of other participants not known to them. Our results
support emergence of homophily with respect to trust. Since contacts to members of
the same network are not only more influential, but usually also more frequent than
contacts to outsiders, people should become more similar within networks than across
networks.

On the other hand, we asked whether trustors anticipate homophily, and thus con-
dition on their knowledge about the friends of potential exchange partners. Here,
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the answer is no: When asking the trustors for their beliefs whether the next trustee
will be trustworthy or not, it made no difference whether the trustees where friends
or strangers. When observing the trustors’ actions rather than their beliefs, however,
they very well condition on previous encounters from the same network. Untrustwor-
thy behavior by one person is much more likely to be reciprocated through a trustor
if both trustees are friends, just as trustworthy behavior is more likely to be honored
if the trusted parties come from the same friendship network. This behavior may be
called Indirect Tit-For-Tat: Trustors reciprocate the previous behavior (as in Tit-For-
Tat (Axelrod, 1984)), but it is an indirect form of punishments and rewards, since it is
not targeted towards the defector or cooperator himself, but to someone from his net-
work. Our results suggest that agents should be careful to preserve not only their own
reputation but the reputation of the network they choose to be part of. Future research
should look at this phenomenon more carefully.
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Appendix

A Additional statistical tests

NIS NIF IS
(8/20) (17/39) (10/20)

NIF (17/39) .792 – –
IS (10/20) .525 .64 –
IF (16/20) .01 .008 .047

Table 2 P-values for treatments-wise comparison of the probability that two trustees
make the same choice obtained from χ2-tests (see also Figure 6). The numbers in
parenthesis display the number of cases where two trustees made the same choice and

the total number of observations for each case, respectively.

friend stranger friend
cooperated cooperated defected

(13/15) (11/16) (5/24)
stranger cooperated (11/16) .233 – –
friend defected (5/24) < .001 .002 –
stranger defected (10/24) .005 .093 .119

Table 3 P-values for treatments-wise comparison of the probability to grant trust after
cooperation/defection by the first trustee obtained from χ2-tests (see also Figure 8).
The numbers in parenthesis display the number of cases where trust was granted after
cooperation/defection of a friend/stranger to the first trustee and the total number of

cooperation/defection by the first trustee, respectively.

B Instructions (English translation)
Instructions

(equivalent for all treatments)
Welcome and thank you for participating in this experiment! Please read these

instructions carefully. They are identical for all participants. For being in time you will
receive a show-up fee of 2.50 Euro. During the experiment you will have the opportu-
nity to earn additional money. How much depends on your decisions in the experiment,
as well as on the decisions of other participants. All amounts in the experiment will be
displayed in ECU (experimental currency units). All earned ECU will be exchanged
into Euro at the end of the experiment and disbursed in cash according to the following
exchange rate:

1 ECU = 1 Euro
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Please avoid talking to your neighbors from now on. Switch off your mobile and
remove all unneeded things from your desk. It is important that you act according to
these rules, as otherwise we will have to exclude you from the experiment and therefore
from any payment as well. In case of questions please raise your hand and we will
answer them individually.

For the following experimental session we invited a total of 30 participants. We
asked some of you to bring a male friend. However, note that friends will never
directly interact with each other.

The experiment consists of two parts. Each part consists of two different tasks. We
will first explain the rules for the first part, and after the part has been finished by all
participants, we will explain the rules for the second part. Some of you will participate
only in part one, others only in part two and some of you will participate in both. The
decisions made in part 1 cannot directly affect earnings in part 2 and vice versa. You
will be told in which part you are selected to participate in due time. In the first part of
the experiment you will be matched in groups of two. Remember that the person you
will be matched with will not be your friend.

Part 1A
Decision Task

The game involves two positions, namely the position of Player 1 and the position
of Player 2. The game starts with Player l’s move “left” or ”right”. If Player 1 chooses
“right”, the game is over. Only after Player l’s move “left”, Player 2 has to choose
between his move “left” or “right”, which ends the game.

Player 1 

Player 2

Player 1 gets 7

Player 2 gets 7
Player 1 gets 11

Player 2 gets 11

Player 1 gets 5

Player 2 gets 17

Decision Task 1

chooses

“left”
chooses

“right”

chooses

“left”

chooses

“right”

The decision process is graphically illustrated above. At the top decision node, the
origin of the game tree, Player 1 must decide whether to use “left” or “right”. Only
after the move “left”, Player 2’s choice between “left” and “right” matters. The payoffs
are given at the endpoint with the upper component being Player l’s monetary gains,
whereas the lower component is Player 2’s payoff. Thus if Player 1 chooses “right”,
both Players earn 7 ECU. In case of Player l’s choice “left”, the payoffs depend on
Player 2’s move: If Player 2 uses “left”, Player 1 receives 5 ECU and Player 2 receives
17 ECU, whereas they both earn 11 in case of Player 2’s moves “right”.

When playing the game, we will ask Player 2 how he would decide in case that
Player 1 chose “left”. Thus Player 2 must choose between “left” and “right” without
being informed how Player 1 has decided. The reason for this is that we want to know
how Player 2 would have reacted to “left” even if Player 1 had chosen “right”. So when
deciding between “left” and “right” as Player 2, he should imagine that Player 1 has
chosen “left”
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Part 1B
Prediction Task

Prediction Task
The prediction task will only be performed by Player 1. Before Player 1 learns

about Player 2’s decision, we will ask him how likely he thinks it is that Player 2
played option “left” (and “right” respectively). The better Player 1 predicts Player 2’s
choice, the more Player 1 can earn. No one beside Player 1 can earn money in this task,
and Player 1’s decisions do not affect the other person’s payoffs.

Predicting Player 2’s Choice
After Player 1 made his choice of option “right” or “right”, he will be given an

opportunity to earn money by predicting Player 2’s choices of “left” or “right” in game
1. He will be asked to predict Player 2’s choice by stating how likely he thinks Player
2 will choose either one of his two choices – “left” or “right”.

To make a prediction we will supply you with a prediction table as follows:
Prediction Table:

Probability

that Player 2

will choose

“left”

Probability

that Player 2

will choose

“right”

Your payoff 

in case 

Player 2 chose

“left”

Your payoff 

in case 

Player 2 chose

“right”

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

7.16

7.06

6.97

9.87

6.77

6.67

6.56

6.46

6.35

6.25

6.14

6.03

5.92

9.81

5.70

5.58

10.76

10.78

10.18

10.83

10.85

10.86

10.88

10.90

10.91

10.93

10.94

10.95

10.96

10.97

10.98

10.98

OK

This table allows Player 1 to make a prediction of Player 2’s choice by highlighting
a line in the table indicating what the chances are that Player 2 will choose “left” or
“right”. For example, say Player 1 thinks there is a 10% chance that Player 2 will
choose “left”, and hence a 90% chance that “right” will be chosen. This indicates that
Player 1’s believes that “left” is less likely to be chosen than “right” by a considerable
margin. If this is Player 1’s belief about the likely choice of Player 2, then he simply
highlights the line containing the 10 in the left column and confirms by clicking the
OK-button. After that, the computer will look at the choice actually made by Player 2
and compares his choice to Player 1’s predictions. Player 1 will then be paid for his
prediction as follows:

Suppose Player 1 predicts that Player 2 will choose “right” with a 90% chance and
“left” with a 10% chance. In that case he will highlight the line indicating a 10% for
option “left” and submits. Suppose now that Player 2 actually chooses “left”. In that
case Player 1’s earnings will be

Prediction Earnings = 11 ECU- 6 ECU * [(1-.01)2- (0.90)2] = 6.14 ECU.
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The payoff is calculated by giving Player 1 a fixed amount of 11 ECU from which
we will subtract an amount which depends on how inaccurate his prediction was. To do
this when we find out what choice Player 2 has made we will we will take the number
Player 1 assigned to that choice, in this case 10% on “left”, subtract it from 100% and
square it. We will then take the number Player 1 assigned to the choice not made by
Player 2, in this case the 90% assigned to “right”, and square it also. These two squared
numbers will then be multiplied by 8 and subtracted from the 11 ECU we initially gave
Player 1 to determine his final earnings.

Note that the worst Player 1 can do under this payoff scheme is to state that he
believes that there is a 100% chance that a certain action is going to be taken and
assign 100% to that choice when in fact the other choice is made. Here his payoff
from prediction would be 5 ECU. Similarly, the best he can do is to guess correctly and
assign 100% to that choice which turns out to be the actual choice chosen. Here Player
1’s payoff will be 11 ECU.

Most importantly to remember is that the best thing Player 1 can do to maxi-
mize the expected size of the prediction earnings is to simply state his true beliefs
about what he thinks Player 2 will do. Any other prediction will decrease the
amount he can expect to earn as a prediction earning.

Who will learn about your choices in Decision Task 1?
Player 1’s decision in part 1 will be revealed to Player 2 and Player 2’s decision

will be revealed to Player 1. At some point in the experiment, those participants who
came to the lab with a friend will be told about the role and decision of their respective
friend. In addition to that, another person will be informed about Player 2’s decision
and Player 2 will be informed about this random person’s decision.

Your earnings in part 1
Player 1 will make some additional decisions in the next part. One of all his choices

will randomly selected to determine his payment. Player 2’s earning is determined by
his choice and Player 1’s choice in the decision task in part 1.

Player 3 will not earn anything in part 1
Do you have any questions so far? If you have no more questions, please click

OK on the computer screen.
Part 2A

(differences between treatments in brackets)
Decision Task

This is Part 2 of the experiment. Part 2 is similar to part 1.
The person who was called Player 1 in part 1 will again be in the role of Player

1. Player 1 will now interact with another person, with whom he had not interacted
before. This person will be called Player 3. Player 3 has not made any decision in part
1, and Player 2 from the previous part will not make any decisions in part 2. [NIS:
Player 3 is neither a friend of Player 1 nor of Player 2.] [IS: Player 3 is neither a friend
of Player 1 nor of Player 2.] [NIF: Player 3 is a friend of Player 2.] [IF: Player 3 is a
friend of Player 2.]

The decision task involves two positions, namely the position of Player 1 and the
position of Player 3. The game starts with Player l’s move “right” or “left”. If Player
1 chooses “left”, the game is over. Only after Player l’s move “right”, Player 3 has to
choose between his move “left” or “right”, which ends the game.
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Player 1 

Player 3

Player 1 gets 7

Player 3 gets 7
Player 1 gets 11

Player 3 gets 11

Player 1 gets 5

Player 3 gets 17

Decision Task 2

chooses

“left”
chooses

“right”

chooses

“left”

chooses

“right”

The decision process is graphically illustrated above. At the top decision node
o, the origin of the game tree, Player 1 must decide whether to use “right” or “left”.
Only after the move “right”, Player 3’s choice between “left” and “right” matters. The
payoffs are given at the endpoint with the upper component being Player l’s monetary
win, whereas the lower component is Player 3’s payoff. Thus if Player 1 chooses “left”,
both Players earn 7 ECU. In case of Player l’s choice is “right”, the payoffs depend on
Player 3’s move: If Player 3 uses “left”, Player 1 receives 5 ECU and Player 3 receives
17 ECU, whereas they both earn 11 in case of Player 3’s move “right”.

When playing the game, we will ask Player 3 how he would decide in case that
Player 1 chose “left”. Thus Player 3 must choose between “left” and “right” without
being informed how Player 1 has decided. The reason for this is that we want to know
how Player 3 would have reacted to “left” even if Player 1 has chosen “right”. But, of
course, Player 3’s decision matters only for the monetary payoffs if Player 1 chooses
“left”. So when deciding between “left” and “right” as Player 3, you should imagine
that Player 1 has chosen “left”.

IS: Before Player 3 makes his decision, he will be informed about Player 2’s choice
in Part 1A.

IF: Before Player 3 makes his decision, he will be informed about Player 2’s choice
in Part 1A.

Part 2B
Prediction Task

The prediction task will again only be performed by Player 1. Before Player 1
learns about Player 3’s decision, we will ask him how likely he thinks it is that Player
3 played option “left” (and “right” respectively). The procedure follows the exact same
rules as explained for the prediction task in part 1.

Remember that it is in your best monetary interest to state your beliefs truth-
fully.

Who will learn about your choices in Decision Task 2?
Player 1’s decision in part 1 will be revealed to Player 3 and Player 3’s decision will

be revealed to Player 1. At the very end of the experiment, those participants who came
to the lab with a friend will be told about the role and the decision of their respective
friend. In addition to that, [NIF: another person] [IF: another person] [NIS: player 2]
[IS: player 2] will be informed about Player 3’s decision and Player 3 will be informed
about this [IS: other person’s] [NIS: player 2’s] decision.
Your final earnings
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Player 3’s earning is determined by his choice and Player 1’s choice in the decision
task in part 2. Player 1 made four decisions (two in part 1 and two in part 2). The
computer will randomly select one of these choices to determine his payoff.
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